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What to do for each topic…
1. Read the Syllabus
2. Check the Learning Intentions/Objectives
3. For each topic you should be able to:
1.

Define

2.

Explain

4.

Discuss/Evaluate

3.

5.

Provide specific examples

1.

Suggest reforms where appropriate

Provide at least one relevant quote

Today’s Review Topics for Human Rights:
1. Human Rights
2. International Protections
3. Constitutional, statutory & common law protections
4. A Charter of rights for Australia?

Topic 1: Human Rights
“human rights, including civil, political,
economic, social and cultural”

Topic 1: Learning Intentions
• Students can define the term ‘human right’.
• Students can outline the features of human rights.
• Students can define and give examples of civil, political,
economic, social and cultural rights.

What are human rights?
Human rights are customs, practices and
laws that have developed over centuries
to protect people, races, groups and
minorities from oppressive governments.
They are based on the principle that all
members of the human race are equal.
These rights belong to all people simply
because they’re human beings.

Features of Human Rights
• Universal-

• apply to all humans regardless of gender, nationality
or status

• Inherent –

• that means they’re the birth right of all humans (no
one has to earn them)

Universal

Inherent

Inalienable

Indivisible

• Inalienable-

• meaning that they cannot be bought, sold or traded
or taken away by government

•

Indivisible –

• people are entitled to all rights - civil and political
(such as the right to a fair trial) and economic, social
and cultural (such as the right to education). All
rights are considered equally important

Types of Human Rights

Second
Generation=
Positive rights

Civil

Political

Economic

Social

First Generation=
negative rights

Cultural

Topic 2: International
Protections
The status of international covenants,
protocols and treaties in protecting human
rights in Australia

Topic 2: Learning Intentions
•

Students can differentiate between a covenant, protocol and a treaty.

•

Students can explain the ICCPR and the ICESCR and explain their status in
Australia.

•

Students can evaluate the impact of the ICCPR and the ICESCR on the protection
of rights in Australia.

•

Students can discuss the Optional Protocols of the ICCPR and their impact on the
protection of rights in Australia.

•

Students can describe Australia’s international commitments to at least two
treaties.

•

Students can identify and evaluate at least two reservations placed on
international treaties.

•

Students can evaluate the extent to which international human rights documents
protect human rights in Australia.

Status of International Covenants, Treaties &
Protocols
•

Covenants- A covenant is a formal agreement between states which obligates countries
who have ratified a treaty to protect and preserve basic human rights.

•

Treaties- A ‘treaty’ is a formally concluded and ratified agreement between States.

•

Conventions – Legally binding international agreements. The term is often interchanged
with ‘treaty’ because treaties are developed at international conventions.

•

Protocols- The term "protocol" is used for agreements less formal than those entitled
"treaty" or "convention".

Types of Rights in International Covenants
Civil
Political

First Generation or
‘negative’ rights

Articles 2 21 UDHR

ICCPR

Economic
Social

Second
Generation or
‘positive’ rights

Articles 22
- 27 UDHR

ICESCR

Cultural

International Covenant on Economic, Social and
Cultural Rights (ICESCR)
• Australia ratified the ICESCR in 1975
• ICESCR not codified in domestic law
• Unofficially upheld through legislation such as Fair Work
Australia Act 2009 which outlines acceptable working
conditions

Examples: ICESCR
• 1: all peoples have the right to self-determination
• 3: States undertake to ensure the equal right of men and women
to the enjoyment of all rights in this treaty
• 6: everyone has the right to work
• 9: everyone has the right to social security
• 15: everyone has the right to take part in cultural life

International Covenant on Civil & Political Rights
(ICCPR)
• Adopted by the United Nations General Assembly on 16 December
1966 – entered into force on 23 March 1976
• Elaborates further the civil and political rights outlined in UDHR
• Codified in Australian law by Australian Human Rights Commission
Act (1986)
• Australia agreed to the optional protocols 1 and 2 in 1990
• 1- Communications to the Human Rights Committee (upheld*)
• 2 – abolition of the death penalty

Examples: ICCPR
• 2: right to legal recourse when their rights have been violated
• 6: the right to life and survival
• 8: freedom from prison due to debt
• 12: right to liberty and freedom of movement
• 17: right to privacy and its protection by the law

Evaluation ICCPR Optional Protocol 1
• Toonen (1994):
•

Tasmania’s anti-gay laws violate privacy  legislation repealed

• A (1997):
•

Mandatory immigration detention is arbitrary detention  ignored

• Young (2003):
•

Federal law that discriminates against homosexual couples violates the right to equal treatment before
the law ignored

• Bakhtiyari (2003):
•

Mandatory detention is arbitrary; keeping children in detention violates duty to protect children’s rights
deported

• D & E (2006):
•

Mandatory detention is arbitrary detention  granted temporary humanitarian visas in 2006

International human rights protections &
Australia
•

Australia does not generally agree to be bound by a human rights treaty unless it is satisfied that
its domestic laws comply with the terms of the treaty.

•

In addition to the ICCPR and the ICESCR, Australia has agreed to be bound by:

• Convention on the Prevention and
Punishment of the Crime of Genocide
• Convention on the Political Rights of
Women
• International Convention on the
Elimination of all forms of Racial
Discrimination
• Convention on the Elimination of all
forms of Discrimination against Women
• Convention against Torture and Other
Cruel, Inhuman and Degrading
Treatment or Punishment

• Convention on the Rights of the Child
• Convention on the Reduction of
Statelessness
• Convention relating to the Status of
Stateless Persons
• Convention Relating to the Status of
Refugees
• Slavery Convention of 1926
• Supplementary Convention on Slavery
• Convention on the Rights of Persons with
Disabilities

International human rights protections &
Australia
• Despite agreeing to these international protections, they do not
automatically form part of Australia’s domestic law!
• To be legally enforceable, treaties have been specifically
incorporated into Australian law through legislation.
• Why?
• Executive power V legislative power
• Section 51(xxix) of the Commonwealth Constitution (Australia), gives the
Commonwealth Parliament the power to enact legislation that implements
the terms of those international agreements to which Australia is a party.

Remember to Evaluate!
Treaty

Signed

CERD

1966

1975

Yes

ICCPR

1972

1980

Yes

CAT

1985

1989

No

ICESCR
CEDAW
CRC

CRPWD

1972

1980

1990

2007

Instrument of
Ratification or
Accession
1975

1983

1991

2008

Reservations

No

Yes

Yes

No*

Source: Updated from Christopher Heyns & Frans Viljoen, The Impact of the
United Nations Human Rights Treaties on the Domestic Level, The Hague/New

York, Kluwer Law International, 2002, p 50.

Quote: Treaties
• “I think there can be no doubt that treaties do have an important
and developing influence on many aspects of Australian society and I
want to examine their impact in a little detail.”
• Senator the Hon Gareth Evans QC, Minister for Foreign Affairs, to the
International Treaties Conference, Canberra, 4 September 1995.

Topic 3: Constitutional,
statutory & common law
protections
the ways human rights are protected in Australia,
including in the Constitution, common law,
statutory rights, and in one other country

Constitutional Protections: Express/Entrenched
• Express rights are those which are explicitly written in, and therefore
protected by, the Commonwealth Constitution (Australia)
• Examples:

• Section 51 (xxxi)– compensation for acquisition of property by the
Commonwealth

• Section 41 – if you have the right to vote in state elections, you can vote in
federal elections*

• Section 80 – trial by jury for indictable offences

• Section 100 - right to use of river water for the purposes of irrigation and
conservation
• Section 116 – State cannot pass laws for the benefit of one religion

• Section 117 - prohibits discrimination in one state against a resident of
another state*

Constitutional Protections: Implied Rights
• The High Court has inferred that the Commonwealth Constitution
(Australia) implies the protection of certain rights, although they have
not been explicitly stated in the document.
• Examples:

• Implied right to vote (s.7 & 24)
•

Roach (2007)

•

Rowe (2010)

• Implied right to informed vote (s.7 & 24)
•

Australian Capital Television (1992)

•

Theophanous (1994)
"The duty of a court is not to make law or debate the merits of
particular laws, but to do justice according to law.”

Justice Dyson Heydon (2002)

Statutory Protections
• Racial Discrimination Act 1975
• Sex Discrimination Act 1984

• Australian Human Rights & Equal Opportunity Commission
Act 1986 *
• Disability Discrimination Act 1992
• Age Discrimination Act 2004

• Human Rights (Parliamentary Scrutiny) Act 2011

• Sex Discrimination Amendment (Sexual Orientation, Gender
Identity and Intersex Status) Act (2013)

Human Rights Commission
• Vision: “Human rights: everyone, everywhere, everyday”
• The Commission was established in 1986 by statute law
• independent statutory organisation

• reports to the federal Parliament through the Attorney-General.

• Examples:

• Hickie v Hunt & Hunt (1998)
• Maguire v SOCOG (1999)
• Scott v Telstra (1995)

• McBain v Victoria (2000) – amicus curiae (ie. friend of the court)
www.humanrights.gov.au/legal

Quote: Human Rights Commission
• “Why do I love HREOC? Well, I was there at the birth. I
watched the Commission grow and accept new challenges
every year. Australians used to be blind to the inequalities of
women, to injustice to Aboriginals and other indigenous
peoples, to Asian Australians, to gays and other sexual
minorities, to people with disabilities and many others. If our
eyes have been opened, we should be grateful to HREOC. In a
real sense, it has been a conscience of our country: speaking
out when others were silent.”

The Hon. Justice Michael Kirby AC CMG, Justice of the
High Court of Australia

Human Rights (Parliamentary Scrutiny)
Act 2011
• Two-stage system of human rights scrutiny was introduced
into the Commonwealth Parliament
• Ie. compulsory Statements of Compatibility
• Oversight through the new Joint Parliamentary Committee on
Human Rights.

• Greater transparency and focus on human rights issues in
Commonwealth Parliament

Parliamentary Human Rights Committee
considers:
• International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights
• International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights
• International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial
Discrimination
• Convention on the on the Elimination of All Forms of
Discrimination against Women
• Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or
Degrading Treatment or Punishment
• Convention on the Rights of the Child
• Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities

Human Rights (Parliamentary Scrutiny) Act
2011: Examples
•

Paid Parental Leave and Other Legislation Amendment (Dad and Partner Pay and.
Other Measures) Act 2012

•

Andrew Wilkie’s PMB Australian Security Intelligence Organisation Amendment
(Restoring Merits Review) Bill 2014

•

Migration and Maritime Powers Legislation Amendment (Resolving the Asylum
Legacy Caseload) (2014)

•

Parliamentary Joint Committee on Human Rights’ Thirty-eighth Report of the 44th
Parliament
• Australian Border Force (Alcohol and Drug Tests) Rule 2015:

• “In the absence of advice or reasoning from the Minister for Employment as to safeguards which
are in currently place, the committee has concluded that the instrument provides insufficient
safeguards to ensure that the requirement that construction workers undergo drug and alcohol
testing is a proportionate limitation on the right to privacy.”

http://www.aph.gov.au/Parliamentary_Business/Committees/Joint/Human_Rights/Scrutiny_reports

Human Rights (Parliamentary Scrutiny) Act
2011: Strengths
• Statements of compatibility enhances parliamentary debate
• clarify the human rights implications of bills

• Focus the attention of Ministers and public servants on human
rights issues
• Scrutiny process adds greater transparency around human rights
issues
• increasing political pressure to act in accordance with international human
rights obligations

• Increases likelihood that legislation protects (or at least adheres to)
human rights

Human Rights (Parliamentary Scrutiny) Act
2011: Weaknesses
• Self-regulatory!
• Statements of compatibility do not create legal rights
• The quality of SoC has varied significantly

• Parliament can still pass a bill even though it may be incompatible with
human rights
• Process only applies to Commonwealth Parliament
• Bills are increasingly being voted on before Committee has concluded report
• Process does not provide a role for courts to assess or invalidate legislation
that breaches human rights
• Impact of the HR Committee has been limited

Quotes: Human Rights (Parliamentary Scrutiny)
Act 2011
• “The Act attaches no priority to any of the committee’s
functions”
• Parliamentary Joint Committee on Human Rights

• “This process of human rights vetting of legislation differs from
that of other nations in that there is no scope for Bills or
regulations to be struck down or declared inconsistent by the
courts.”
• George Williams And Daniel Reynolds

Common Law Protections
• Discrimination

• Eatock v Bolt FCA (2011)

• Jones v Toben FCA (No 2) (2009)

• Other rights

• Kioa v West HCA (1985)
• Mabo HCA (1992)

• Lange v ABC (1997)

• South Australia v Totani (2010)

• Momcilovic v The Queen HCA (2011)

Quotes: Common Law Protections
•

‘The common law is a vibrant and rich source of human rights’
•

Professors George Williams and David Hume write in their book, Human Rights under the Australian Constitution

• “[M]any of the things we think of as basic rights and freedoms come
from the common law and how the common law is used to interpret
Acts of Parliament and regulations made under them so as to
minimise intrusion into those rights and freedoms. We do so against
the backdrop of the supremacy of Parliament which can, by using
clear words for which it can be held politically accountable, qualify or
extinguish those rights and freedoms except to the extent that they
may be protected by the Constitution”
•

Hon Robert French, Chief Justice of the High Court of Australia

Topic 4: Charter of
Rights for Australia?

…and a charter of rights, such as the Charter of Human
Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006 (Victoria) and the
Human Rights Act 2004 (Australian Capital Territory)

Topic 4: Learning Intentions
• Students can define the term Charter of Rights.
• Students can differentiate between a Charter of Rights and
a Bill of Rights.
• Students can discuss Charter of Human Rights and
Responsibilities Act 2006 (Victoria) and the Human Rights
Act 2004 (Australian Capital Territory).
• Students can discuss the merits of Australia adopting a
Charter of Rights.

Charter v Bill of Rights
• A Bill of rights is a law stating the fundamental human
rights accepted by a country. A bill of rights can be
constitutional, (such as in the US) or legislative (such as in
New Zealand or the UK).
• Legislative bills of rights are also known as Charters of
Rights. These are statutory laws which list fundamental
human rights protections.

Human Rights Act 2004 (ACT)
• The first Charter of Human Rights enacted in Australia.
It came into force on 1 July 2004
• Majority of rights enshrined are based on the ICCPR
• It does not limit or restrict other rights or freedoms
• However, reasonable limitations can be applied S. 27

• 20 rights protected
• List is not exhaustive S. 7

Human Rights Act 2004 (ACT): Examples
Section Right
8

Right to recognition and equality before the law

9

Right to life

10

Protection from torture and cruel, inhumane or degrading
treatment

11

Protection of the family and children

12

Privacy and reputation

13

Freedom of movement

14

Freedom of thought, conscience, religion and belief

Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities
Act 2006 (Vic)
•

Requires the Victorian Government and public service to act compatibly with
human rights
• Inc. considering human rights in lawmaking

•

Proposed bills must require a Statement of Compatibility

•

Parliament can issue an override declaration to pass an incompatible law

•

Process aims to anticipate potential problems and prevent unfair treatment

•

Victorian Supreme Court can issue a declaration of inconsistent interpretation
which requires the minister who proposed the law to revisit it.
• However, the Court does not have the power to strike down legislation.

Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities
Act 2006 (Vic): Examples
• 20 fundamental rights are protected
Article

Right

8

Right to recognition and equality before the law

9

Right to life

10

Protection from torture and cruel, inhumane or degrading
treatment

11

Right to freedom from forced work

12

Freedom of movement

13

Right to privacy and reputation

14

Freedom of thought, conscience, religion and belief

Charter of Rights for Australia?
• A Charter of rights would set out the rights of individuals and the
responsibilities of governments and government agencies.
• Tasked with striking a balance between an individual’s rights and
the responsibilities of those in government to provide a safe and
secure society.
• Might prevent the government passing laws that remove or restrict
basic human rights.
• May empower a court to declare whether a law contravenes the bill
of rights.

Arguments For a Charter
•

Recognise and protect universal rights, including many that are not currently protected by Australian
law.

•

Enhance our democracy by setting out and protecting the rights that attach to Australian citizenship

•

Protect the rights of minorities, possibly including the rights of non-citizens

•

Give legal rights to Australians who are otherwise powerless.

•

Bring Australia into line with every other western nation.

•

Meet the obligations we have voluntarily assumed to incorporate into our law instruments such as the
ICCPR

•

Put rights above politics and above arbitrary governmental action

•

Improve government policy-making and administrative decision-making

•

Help to educate Australians about human rights and their system of government

•

Promote tolerance and understanding in the community and could contribute to a stronger culture of
respect for human rights.

Taken from The Case For An Australian Bill Of Rights: Freedom In The War On Terror, George
Williams, UNSW Press, Sydney, 2004.

Arguments Against a Charter
•

Rights are already well enough protected in Australia.

•

The High Court is already protecting rights through its interpretation of the constitution and the
common law.

•

Rights listed in the law actually make little or no practical difference to the protection of rights.

•

The political system itself is the best protection of rights in Australia. We should trust in our politicians
and our power to vote them out.

•

Would actually restrict rights; in other words, to define a right is to limit it.

•

Undemocratic because it might give unelected judges too much power over important social issues.

•

Politicise the judiciary and affect public confidence in the courts.

•

Be expensive given the amount of litigation it could generate.

•

Would be alien to our tradition of parliamentary sovereignty.

•

Protect some rights that may not be as important to future generations.

Taken from The Case For An Australian Bill Of Rights: Freedom In The War On Terror, George
Williams, UNSW Press, Sydney, 2004.

Quotes: Charter of Rights
•

“We are a stable, democratic and highly developed state with a government that espouses a
commitment to human rights leadership. Yet we are the only modern democracy without a Human
Rights Act or Charter.”
•

•

“Australia's adoption of a Bill of Rights would bring Australia in from the cold, so to speak, and make
directly applicable the human rights jurisprudence which has developed internationally and elsewhere…
our isolation from that jurisprudence means that we do not have what is a vital component of other
constitutional and legal systems…”
•

•

former Chief Justice Sir Anthony Mason (1997)

“[common law] does not protect fundamental rights as comprehensively as do constitutional guarantees
and conventions on human rights . . . The common law is not as invincible as it was once thought to be.”
•

•

Human Rights Law Centre’s Director of Advocacy, Anna Brown.

Mason (1986)

“Charter of Rights will damage, rather than enhance, respect for human rights in this country and the
social cohesion that such respect is designed to promote.”
•

Patrick Parkinson

So, have a go at this essay question:
• Current human rights protections in Australia are
insufficient. This means that Australia should adopt a
constitutional Charter of Rights. Discuss.

Thank You & Good
Luck 

ACCOUNTABILITY
FOR UNIT 4

DR MARTIN DRUM
POLITICS AND INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
ACCOUNTABILITY IN GOVERNMENT

WHERE DOES ACCOUNTABILITY COME
FROM?


Our government doesn’t have a
right to make decisions which bind
us unless their authority is
legitimised by our collective
consent (Locke 1689)
 Accountability

is both a liberal idea
and a democratic one
John Locke, source:
http://thelectern.blogspot.com.au/2012/06/essayconcerning-human-understanding.html

ACCOUNTABILITY OF PARLIAMENT


In Australia, we (the public) hold government to
account via the legislature (parliament) which is
elected by the people
 Question

time, matters of public importance, petitions,
censure motions, no-confidence motions, budget
estimates, open debates



General elections are held for the House of
Representatives and the Senate every three years
(note that most senators serve for two terms)

ACCOUNTABILITY OF PARLIAMENT


Parliament’s committee system
 Privileges

committees (House
and Senate)
 Legal and Constitutional Affairs
Committee (Senate)
 Scrutiny

of legislation to
determine legality and
constitutionality

http://www.news.com.au/national/craig-thomson-mp-to-call-on-police-toobtain-brothel-surveillance-tapes-to-show-his-innocence/story-e6frfkvr1226361705560

ACCOUNTABILITY OF PARLIAMENT


Procedures and processes of parliament
process: formal process includes 1st
reading, 2nd reading, consideration in detail, 3rd
reading, transmission to other house and
proclamation
 Bicameral system: Checks and balances through
House of Representatives and the Senate
 Parliamentary privilege: a means to raise issues when
other avenues are closed
 Legislative

ACCOUNTABILITY OF EXECUTIVE


Ministerial responsibility
 Individual:

ministers expected
to take responsibility for
government action within their
portfolios
 Collective: ministers expected
to support (and take
responsibility for) decisions of
cabinet

http://www.abc.net.au/pm/content/2016/s4405536.htm

ACCOUNTABILITY OF EXECUTIVE




Senate estimates: members of parliamentary
committees may question ministers and senior
public servants over use of public money
Standing Committees: scrutiny over each area of
government

ACCOUNTABILITY OF EXECUTIVE



No government is above the law
As government has expanded,
traditional concept of ministerial
responsibility doesn’t suffice




Auditor General: scrutiny over expenditure of
public funds
Standing investigative agencies: permanent
commissions, usually focussing on corruption

http://www.snipview.com/q/Law%20enforcement%20agencies%20of
%20Australia%20by%20state%20or%20territory

ACCOUNTABILITY OF EXECUTIVE


Constitutional and administrative review








Courts hold executive to account by ensuring legal limits are
met
Originally involved courts reviewing actions of lower courts,
but then expanded to administrative bodies and officials
Does the government have legal authority for its actions? Are
the actions of government beyond the scope of the legislation
they are based on?
Growing number of permanent and temporary mechanisms set
up to review government decisions
Administrative appeals tribunal
 Ombudsmen*
 Freedom of Information Commissioner*
N.B: * not in the syllabus


ACCOUNTABILITY OF EXECUTIVE


Role of the Governor General
 Constrained

by constitutional

convention
 Subject to public opinion

Sir John Kerr:
http://explore.moadoph.gov.au/people/sir-johnrobert-kerr

ACCOUNTABILITY OF THE EXECUTIVE


Parliamentary scrutiny and legislation
High court rules on legality of government legislation, and
matters of contention between levels of government
 Commonwealth government restricted to legislating in
areas defined by section 51 of the constitution
 High court can uphold express and implied rights derived
from the Constitution








Right to property (s51)
Right to trial by jury (s80)
Freedom of religion (s116)
Right to vote (s7, 24)
Freedom to receive political communication (ACT 1992, based on
s24)

ACCOUNTABILITY OF THE JUDICIARY


Appeals process
 Based

on matters of law, not fact:
legal process must be flawed, or
law wrongly applied
 Consistency in judgements: lower
courts must follow precedents set
by higher courts
 Since 1986 Australia’s High Court
has final say in all legal matters
Andrew Mallard:
http://www.zimbio.com/pictures/agHrZiYbfU0/Rubin+Car
ter+Gala+Dinner/NHNQ0WeaQ8S/Andrew+Mallard

ACCOUNTABILITY OF THE JUDICIARY


Transparent processes and public confidence
 Public

nature of judicial processes
 Media scrutiny
 Publication of reasons for decisions
 Judges themselves subject to the law
 Complaints process
 Delay

in reserved decisions
 Non-criminal misconduct
 Complaints to police
Marcus Einfeld:
http://aussiecriminals.com.au/2011/03/18/former-judgemarcus-einfield-to-be-released/

ACCOUNTABILITY OF THE JUDICIARY


Censure and removal of justices
 Security

of tenure a basis for judicial independence
 Termination by Governor General in council, on
advice from both houses of parliament (s72)
 Retirement at age of 70
 Voluntary resignation at any time

GOVERNOR‐GENERAL, PRIME MINISTER AND CABINET
FOR UNIT 3

PLEAWA Student Revision
Governor General, Prime Minister and Cabinet

The Executive Branch
• The Executive branch of government is outlined in Chapter Two
of the Constitution and consists primarily of the Governor‐
General and the Federal Executive Council. It is also referred to
in other parts of the Constitution such as ss.72 and 90.
• Executive power is vested in The Queen and exercised by the
GG.

Three Parts of the Executive
Constitutional – Refers to the executive branch as outlined in the
Constitution and possesses the constitutional powers. Focus is
GG and FEC. Theoretically the most powerful.
Political – Refers to the convention of government drawn from
Parliament. Responsible for the day‐to‐day running of the nation.
Focus is PM and Ministry.
Administrative – Refers to the senior public service who
interprets legislation and executive instructions in carrying out
the wishes of the political executive.

Comparisons/Differences
• The Constitutional and Political Executive are the same and
held by the President who chairs a Cabinet.
• The Administrative Executive interprets and prioritizes the
decisions of the Political Executive.

The Constitutional Executive
• The executive power of the Commonwealth is vested in the Queen
and is exercisable by the Governor‐General as the Queen’s
representative… (s61)
• The Governor General is the head of the Executive and their power
is provided for in both the Constitution and in numerous statutes.
• Constitutional powers include proroguing and dissolving
Parliament, CinC of the military and appointment of the F.E.C.,
judiciary and ambassadors.
• Statutory powers include appointing senior public servants (Public
Service Act) and issuing Letters Patent for Royal Commissions
(Royal Commission Act).

Roles of the Governor General
• Appointed by the Queen on advice of PM.
• Technically the most powerful person according to the
Constitution, their roles are limited by ‘conventions’.
• Constitutional – call elections, grant royal assent, appoints
ambassadors, etc.
• Ceremonial – Receives foreign dignitaries, opens new sessions of
Parliament, invests honours.
• Civil – travel widely to meet Australians, open conferences, provide
patronage to worthy groups.

Powers of the Governor General
• Outlined in the Constitution, Letters Patent (1984) and in
statutes.
• Expressed powers are those used by the GG on the advice of
their Executive Councillors. These include calling elections,
appointing FEC, granting Royal Assent.
• Reserved powers are those the GG uses on their recognisance,
that is without or against the advice given by their Executive
Councillors.
• Salary cannot be altered.

Limitations of the Governor General
• The Constitution, Letters Patent (1984) and statutes provide for
the powers of the GG but they also provide powers for the
other branches of government that the GG cannot over‐rule. A
key limitation of GG power is the provision for ‘in‐council’ (s.
63).
• Convention of requiring advice from PM (but what of Privy
Councillors – Northcote?).

Limitations of the Governor‐General
• Conventions adopted from the Westminster system and those
that are home‐grown ensure the GG respects the advice of the
democratically elected government (the PM and FEC). There
have only been four known occasions where a GG has not
acted with advice (was McEwen’s appointment a reserve
power?).

Limitations of the Governor‐General
• Some decisions of Governors‐General have become subject to
judicial review (see: R v Toohey (Aboriginal Land
Commissioner); Ex parte Northern Land Council (1981) 151 CLR
170; and FAI Insurances v Winneke (1982) 151 CLR 342)

Limitations of the Governor‐General
• The media can have a significant impact on the performance
and tenure of the GG. This was particularly relevant in the
Hollingsworth period.
• The GG is appointed by The Queen at The Queen’s pleasure.
This means The Queen may remove the GG. Although this has
never happened (laughingly threated by Whitlam).

Independence of the Governor‐General
• In the early years of Federation, GGs would delay Royal Assent, be
involved in honours and appointments.
• The Hopetoun Blunder 1900.
• Lord Northcote refused to call an election in both 1904 and 1905
(sought advice from PC).
• Sir Samuel Griffith refused to call an election in 1909.
• Sir John Kerr chose to dismiss Whitlam (and thereby his
government) at his own discretion (s.64).
• GGs used to get advice from High Court Justices because they were
Privy Councillors.

Federal Executive Council
• Established under s.62 of the Constitution.
• Appointed by the GG but by convention they are nominated by the PM
(1975).
• Most members are appointed ministers immediately after FEC
appointment.
• When a PM resigns, they resign on behalf of all others.
• Advises the GG on the use of the constitutional and statutory powers.
• When the GG is not in attendance of an FEC meeting, the Vice President of
the FEC (George Brandis) represents the GG in order to receive advice.

Proposed Reforms
• The 1999 Republic Referendum (failed).
• Dawson proposes wide sweeping powers for an Australian
president.

Comparison/Differences
• The President freely exercises their constitutional and statutory
powers – the GG follows advice.
• The President is elected by the Electoral College and limited to
two full four‐year terms – the GG is appointed by The Queen
on the advice of the PM at Her pleasure.
• The President can be removed by a trial in the Senate – the GG
can only be removed by The Queen.
• The President is Head of State – The Queen is considered Head
of State.

Comparison with the US
• President is also limited by constitution.
• President is subject to judicial review.
• President also has ceremonial and civic roles.

The Political Executive
• A convention of Australia’s Westminster system, the political
executive is responsible for the day‐to‐day running of the
Commonwealth Government (the ‘Government’) on behalf of
the GG.
• It must have the confidence of the HoR before the GG appoints
it (Gillard 2010).
• It exercises the constitutional and statutory powers of the GG.

Appointment of the Political Executive
• The PM and Ministers are appointed by the GG at their
pleasure as members of the Federal Executive Council.
• By convention the GG hears and accepts only their advice.
• They may be removed by the GG at their pleasure (1975).
• They are removed following an election – the PM resigns (re‐
appointed if they win the election) which results in all FEC
positions (except the GG) being removed.

Prime Minister
• Position does not exist in the Constitution but it does exist in
statutes.
• A member of the FEC and primary advisor to the GG.
• Head of Government.
• Chairs Cabinet and represents the nation at a political level.

Sources of the Powers of the Prime Minister
• The PM’s powers are outlined (delegated) in numerous statutes,
particularly those relating to the Department of Prime Minister and
Cabinet (as a ‘Department of State’ with a $1.7b budget and 5300 staff).
• Their conventional ability to advise, and therefore use, the powers of the
GG in the Constitution.
• Their selection of ministers (distinguish ALP from Lib).
• Their control of the HoR.
• Their control over their party to maintain leadership, award and punish
members.
• Primary focus of the media.
• Gifts of patronage.

Limitations of the Prime Minister
• Not mentioned in the Constitution and therefore powers are limited to
those granted by statutes (and can therefore be amended).
• The GG (1975).
• Cabinet.
• The High Court (Judicial Review – numerous examples).
• The Party Room/Caucus loyalty (numerous examples).
• The Parliament (particularly the Senate).
• The Media and political polling.
• An effective Opposition Leader.
• Elections and by‐elections.
• The states and premiers.

Rolling a Prime Minister
• Julia Gillard in 2012 was advised by senior ministers that she
must change her position on Palestine being offered a place in
the UN. She backed down in order to avoid a Caucus dispute.
• Tony Abbott was rolled by the Party Room in 2015 when
Malcolm Turnbull mounted a Party Room challenge to his
leadership.

Prime Ministerial Musical Chairs
• Billy Hughes became PM in 1915, leading the ALP. Over his time in
Parliament he was a member of 5 political parties. He was expelled
from 3 parties and represented 4 different electorates in 2 different
states!
• After the WWI conscription referendum failure, the bulk of his
party rolled him.
• He made a deal with 24 of his parliamentary colleagues to merge
with the Commonwealth Liberal Party in 1917 and formed a new
party (Nationalist Party) and government with him as PM.
• He is Australia’s longest serving MP.

Comparisons/Differences
• Parliamentary government in Australia is not matched in the
US. The President of the US is the head of the ‘political
executive’.
• The US President’s powers (and many limitations) are outlined
in the Constitution. Their removal requires impeachment
followed by trial.
• They are limited in similar ways to the Australian PM through
judicial review, party politics, media and the legislature.

PM&C
• A ‘department of state’ (Public Governance, Performance and
Accountability Act 2013) which administers 51 pieces of
legislation ranging from Auditor‐General Act to Maternity
Leave Act.
• Responsible for coordinating the Cabinet, Portfolio Ministers
and Assistant Ministers.
• Responsible for Indigenous policies and programmes.
• Responsible for Office of Counter Terrorism Coordinator.
• Budget of $1.7b pa and employs 5300 people.

Cabinet and Ministry
• The ‘political Federal Executive Council’.
• Those the PM deems the ‘most senior ministers’ are members
of Cabinet (Howard and AG).
• The Ministry is all ministers.
• Limited to 42 people including 12 ‘Parliamentary Secretaries’
(also referred to as ‘Assistant Ministers’) under the Ministers of
State Act 1952.
• The current 42 ministers administrate 54 ministerial offices.

Powers of Ministers
• Not detailed in the Constitution (beyond being members of the
FEC) but they have powers delegated to them by Parliament
through statutes.
• Responsible for defining government policy within the scope of
the legislation they administer and creating regulations to Acts.
• Can rely on party support.
• Can usually rely on PM support.
• As a member of FEC they can advise the GG.

Limitations of Ministers
• The Constitution requires them to be in Parliament within 3
months of their appointment to the FEC.
• The Prime Minister and the Governor General – especially through
codes of conduct.
• The Parliament (particularly the Senate).
• The High Court (Judicial Review – numerous examples).
• CMR (Wong and Crean) as a convention.
• The Party Room/Caucus (numerous examples).
• The Media and political polling.
• Elections and by‐elections.

Proposed Reforms
• Legislate code of conduct (Senator Lee).

Comparisons/Differences
• US Secretaries are limited in number to 15 under Article II 2.1.
• Secretaries are appointed by the Head of State (President) at
their pleasure.
• Secretaries are required to be approved by the Senate.
• Can act with ‘presidential authority’.

Exams? Life wasn’t meant to be easy!
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 Please return for a 11.55am session.
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CONTEMPORARY EVENT: FEDERAL ELECTION 2016
FOR UNITS 3 & 4

FEDERAL ELECTION 2016
How can you utilise the results of a contemporary Federal election in Units 3 & 4
Politics and Law course and the WACE examination.
*Note: all figures used regarding the election are correct as at 8 September 2016 (from AEC website)
Mike Filer

AND THE DATE IS… 2ND JULY!
•

As is the prerogative of the Prime Minister, Malcolm Turnbull,decided
that the federal election would be held on Saturday 2nd July 2016.

•

Usually, a Prime Minister calls a General election (for the election of
all 150 electorates in the House of Representatives and half of the
Senate).

•

Malcolm Turnbull had publically flagged
and threatened the Senate, particularly
the cross-benchers, with a Double
Dissolution prior to the consideration of a
number of bills including the ABCC and
Senate reforms.
•

The latter bill was subsequently passed.

ACTUALLY IT WILL BE…A DD!
DOUBLE DISSOLUTION!
•

Malcolm Turnbull announced the
election date and advised His
Excellency the Governor-General Sir
Peter Cosgrove to dissolve the
Parliament and call a Double
Dissolution using the following three bills
as a trigger:
Building and Construction Industry
(Improving Productivity) Bill 2013
• Building and Construction Industry
(Consequential and Transitional Provisions)
Bill 2013
• Fair Work (Registered Organisations)
Amendment Bill 2014
•

•

This advice was accepted by the GG
following the written case presented to
him by the Prime Minister and Attorney
General.

How is this helpful? It shows:
•

Constitutional convention = the GG acts on the advice of the Prime
Minister

•

First Double Dissolution election since 1987

•

If the Senate rejects the bills a 3rd time, we may get our 1st Joint
Sitting since 1974. This would then be only the second time this has
happened since Federation!!!

•

Constitutional powers =
•
•
•
•
•

s5: GG dissolution of HOR
s12: Governors issue Senate writs
s28: GG may dissolve HOR before expiry (3 years from first sitting)
s32: GG-in-Council may issue writs for HOR election (within 10 days of
dissolution)
s57: GG may simultaneously dissolve the Senate and House of
Representatives, after the Senate rejects or fails to pass a proposed law twice.

ELECTORAL PARTICIPATION
•

ENROLMENT: (a.k.a. Participation
rate) the number of citizens
eligible to vote and on the
electoral roll (AU has compulsory
enrolment)

•

2016: 90.98% attended
• This equates to ~1.4 million electors
not voting in any capacity
• -2.08% turnout on 2013 election
(all states were negative turnout)
•

95.1% actually enrolled
• 15.677 million on electoral roll
• 816 000 not enrolled
•

•
•

•

TURNOUT: The percentage of
electors who voted based on
electoral enrolment

Including: 250 000 of young voters failing
to enrol for the 2016 election.
2013 there were1.22 million missing

•

http://vtr.aec.gov.au/HouseTurnoutByState20499.htm

•

Lowest turnout in House and/or Senate
election or Referendum since
Compulsory Voting introduced
(1924).*

•

http://www.aec.gov.au/Elections/australian_elect
oral_history/Voter_Turnout.htm
*except for WA’s Senate re-election in 2014
(88.5%)

More citizens on the electoral roll due
to “automatic enrolment” laws.

•

ELECTORAL PARTICIPATION #2
•

2016 election:
•
•
•
•
•

3.57% pre-poll votes
8.58% postal votes
82.85% ordinary votes
4.62% absent votes
0.39% provisional votes

•

INFORMAL VOTES: votes cast in a
manner inconsistent with the electoral
system or not filled out at all and
therefore can not be counted
In HOR:
•
•
•

2016: 5.05% < 2013: 5.94%
-0.86% change between elections
This equates to approximately 720,794 votes
(or the equivalent to 7 electorates)

In Senate:
•
•
•

•

2016: 3.94% > 2013: 3.56%
+0.38% compared to 2013 election
This equates to 567 806 votes (or more than
the ACT and Tasmania’s combined
enrolment)
Senate reforms did not have a large effect on
formality due to vote-saving provisions.

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
•

Uses preferential system of voting based on single-member
electorates

•

994 HOR candidates for 150 seats!
Down from 2013 = 1188
• LESS men stood (1084 < 1247)
• MORE women stood (540 > 470)
•

•

but fewer were elected

OUTCOME IN THE HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES…
•

National first preference vote:
•
•
•
•
•

•

LIB/LNP/NAT/CLP: 42.04%
ALP:
34.73%
GRN:
10.25%
PHON:
1.29% (4.1% of seats run in)
PUP:
0% (315 votes total)

Two party preferred:
LIB/NAT COALITION:
• ALP:
•

•

50.35%
49.64%

That’s 96 547 more votes for the Coalition!

LIBERAL NATIONAL PARTY COALITION
•

The reasons for the outcome of
the election are many and
varied but may include:
•
•
•

Incumbency
Prime Ministerial stability desired
by the people
Malcolm not being Malcolm and
Malcolm being too Malcolm?
•

•

•

inc: the extent to which the Liberals
reflected the ‘conservatism’ that
had previously demonstrated under
Abbott

Electorate holding the LIB/NAT
government to account for
performance in office (both under
Turnbull and Abbott)
Mediscare

•

Major policy issues that
influenced the outcome of the
election include:
•
•

ABCC bills
Economy & budget repair
•
•

•
•
•
•

“Jobs and Growth”
“Budget repair that’s fair”

Superannuation
National Security
Health & Education “fairness”
Pragmatism!

IMPACT OF HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES ELECTION RESULTS:
•

Majority government
for Liberal Nationals
Coalition
Just!
• It is still a majority and
allows command of the
House in accordance
with conventions of
responsible government
•

•

Blame game…

IMPACT OF HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
ELECTION RESULTS #2:
•

Powers and limitations
of the Prime Minister:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Coalition partner
Backbench
Political rivals?
Cabinet – greater
proportion of NATs
Electoral success (or
otherwise)
Factions – the
conservatives

ELECTIONS AS A METHOD OF
ACCOUNTABILITY FOR MHRS/SENATORS
•

Elections in Australia are a mechanism for the people to
directly hold their representatives accountable for their actions
or inactions.

•

Members of the House of Representatives are generally more
accountable than Senators. Why?
There is a more direct link/relationship between the MHR and their
constituents; therefore making it easier to vote (or not vote) for the
incumbent MP
• Preferential voting can be influential on the outcome/achievement of an
absolute majority
• Number of Senators for each state means it is less likely that voters know
who they are and what they have (not) done in Canberra
• Above-the-line voting in the Senate attracts ~95% of the vote where
voters support political parties rather than candidates.
•

ACCOUNTABILITY THROUGH ELECTIONS
•

Elections provide a breakdown of the electorates
judgment of MHRs (and their political party’s
(in)actions):
•

ALP – gained 15 seats from LIB/NATs
•

•

•

•

E.g. Murray (VIC) Damian Drum was victorious

OTHER – NXT gained 1 seat from LIB
•

•

E.g. Julia Banks defeated Stefanie Perri in Chisholm (VIC) by 2154
(Previous MHR Anna Burke retired).
votes

NAT – gained 1 seat from LIB
•

•

E.g. Anne Aly defeated Luke Simpkins in Cowan (WA) by 1106 votes

LIB – gained 1 seat from ALP

E.g. Rebekha Sharkie defeated Jamie Briggs in Mayo (SA) by 9450
votes

Looking at individual electorates can allow you to
clearly demonstrate the accountability (or not) of
MHRs like Barnaby Joyce in New England 2016.

ACCOUNTABILITY OF AN INDIVIDUAL
MEMBER OF PARLIAMENT: INDI

N.B: The Nationals candidate stood and received 17% of First Preference Vote

VICTORIAN ELECTORAL DIVISION OF
INDI: 2016 FEDERAL ELECTION
•

In 2013 Sophie Mirabella lost the seat of Indi to Cathy
McGowan – she was the only sitting member of the Liberal
Party to lose her seat in the 2013 election. Her seat was a safe
Liberal seat (with a 9% margin).
•

•

Clearly this points to issues of her representing her local electorate, or
suitability as an MP, rather than an issue with the government-elect.

This result was sustained in the 2016 election, when Sophie
Mirabella once again stood for Indi as the Liberal candidate.
This demonstrates a further rejection of Mirabella and an
endorsement of Cathy McGowan as a local independent
MHR for the electorate. Cathy McGowan has now improved
her margin to make it a ‘fairly safe independent seat’.

ACCOUNTABILITY OF MEMBERS OF
PARLIAMENT: JAMIE BRIGGS
•

The 2016 federal election also gave us another great example of
accountability:
•

Jamie Briggs – Mayo (SA)
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lost to NXT candidate Rebekha Sharkie (who was one of his X-staffers)
MHR since 2008
Resigned as Cities Minister after an ‘incident’ with a public servant in a Hong Kong bar
in November 2015
Called into question for his personal conduct
Suffered a 16% swing against him on 1st preferences and equivalent to a 7.16% swing
against him on Two Party Preferred (if counted against the ALP)
After the election Malcom Turnbull questioned why he was still nominated as a
candidate by the state branch of the Liberal Party.
•

I.E. Why wasn’t he dis-endorsed?

SENATE
•

New Senate electoral reforms had passed
and were implemented for this election,
providing for:
•
•
•
•
•

Registration of party logos
Removal of ATL (above-the-line) ticket voting (and
therefore preference deals)
Provision of ATL ordering by voters of 1-6 minimum*
Reduction in the number of BTL (below the line)
preferences by voters of 1-12 minimum*
*N.B: Vote-saving provisions meant even a #1 ATL or
#1-6 BTL votes were still counted as valid.

•

Due to the nature of the proportional
electoral system, results took some time to
calculate.

•

631 Senate candidates in 2016 federal
election! (for 76 seats)
•

•

from 529 in the half-Senate election in 2013

New Senators elected officially took their
seats in parliament from 1 July 2016 (despite
being elected after that date) – Section 13 of
the Commonwealth Constitution Australia.

SENATE RESULTS?

SENATE RESULTS:
•

This is largely to do with:
•

•
•

Similar reasons for the HOR results (and
that conservative voters chose to place
their votes elsewhere in the Senate)
the reliance of voters on the above the line
voting system (most numbered 1-6) and
the double-dissolution election

•

E.g. The double-dissolution effectively
halved the quota (% of votes required
to be elected – 14.3  7.8%)

•

Whereas, if this had been a halfSenate election a lot of the crossbenchers would have had much
greater difficulty getting elected.

IMPACT OF SENATE ELECTION RESULTS:
And that just adds
another limitation to the
powers of Malcolm
Turnbull:
•

Minor parties, Micro
parties & independents in
the Senate
•

In negotiation of all
legislation; both financial &
non-financial
•
•

•

•

Needs 9 GRN or
9 out of 11 minor/micro
parties

Commentary on the
performance of PM & the
government

Liberal-National
backbenchers:
•

Who if they cross the floor
will likely sink government
bills if they don’t have the
support of the ALP

SENATORS THAT WIN…
•

The 2016 campaign marked the 1st
time since ATL voting was
introduced in 1984 that a Senator
has been elected using a BTL
campaign.

•

Lisa Singh was re-elected in
Tasmania, despite being placed 6th
on the ALP ticket.

•

She recorded 20 741 1st preference
votes compared to the ALP ATL
votes of 83 366;
•

Clearly she is doing something right &
appealed to Tasmanian’s penchant for
BTL voting.

FUNDING THE CAMPAIGN
•

Political Party funding:
$62.778 million dollars!
• Each 1st preference vote is worth 262.784 cents (if they get >4% of vote)
•

•

Independents:
•
•
•
•
•

Cathy McGowan $82k
Andrew Wilkie
$77k
Tony Windsor
$73k
Rob Oakeshott
$71k
Dennis Jensen
$26k

THIS ELECTION IS HELPFUL!
DIRECT LINKS TO SYLLABUS:
•

Roles and powers of the GovernorGeneral…

•

Roles and powers of the Prime Minister…

•

Political mandates in theory and practice,
including competing mandates

•

the accountability of the Commonwealth
Parliament
•

Human rights including civil, political…

•

the ways in which Australia and one other
country can both uphold and/or undermine
democratic principles with reference to:
•

A little bit of analysis and clever use
of information can add depth to
your responses and demonstrate an
understanding of the syllabus.

•

It will also show that you have been
keeping up to date with
contemporary political and legal
issues!

•

This means HIGHER MARKS!

through elections to the House of Representatives
and the Senate

•

•

•

representation
popular participation

DEMOCRATIC GOVERNANCE: HOW CAN THE ELECTION
BE USED TO SHOW UPHOLD/UNDERMINE
REPRESENTATION AND POPULAR PARTICIPATION IN AU?
POSITIVES (UPHOLD)

NEGATIVES (UNDERMINE)

*Fill this in based on the Powerpoint and other 2016 Federal election information

STUDY USING OTHER EXAMPLES…
As a technique to prepare for your examinations try to:
1.

Identify a recent or contemporary example(s)

2.

Summarise the key details you know about this (such as who, what, when, where, how,
why, significance/impact)

3.

Brainstorm the parts of the course you can use this example for and how? – mind map
this…

4.

Share with a friend and discuss it, build your knowledge and understanding together, ask
each other questions and practice answering verbally

5.

Ask you teacher for a sample question and use your example to respond to it, get
feedback and improve

6.

Hopefully… use the example in the Mocks and WACE exams really really well! Then dab.

@PLEAWA

A good source for lots of relevant examples on the syllabus 

FEDERALISM
FOR UNIT 3

Federalism in Australia
compiled and presented by Sol Hanna for PLEAWA

What the syllabus says...

Definitions of federalism
Federal System:
a national system of government where power is
divided between a national government and series of state or regional
governments. In a Federal system, both levels of government are given
powers which are enshrined in the Constitution. Examples of federal
systems include Australia, United States, Russia, India, Canada.
 Unitary
Government: decision making is carried out by the central
government only, although regional governments put these decisions into
effect, e.g. NZ and France.
 Confederacy: is a union of sovereign states in relation to other
sovereign states. Usually this is created by treaty, but often later adopting
a common constitution which protects the rights of its component states.
Eg: the European Union.


Types of federation
coordinate (or dual) federalism: Federal arrangement where the central
(Commonwealth) and regional (state) levels of government act independently in
their respective spheres. Claimed to be most typical of federal-state relations in
the first two decades of federation.
 coercive federalism: a term used to describe an imbalance of power in a
federal system, where the central authority effectively dominates the regional
level of government. In Australia since WWII the Commonwealth has become
financially dominant over the states and can direct spending programs of the
state through the use of tied grants.
 cooperative federalism: Voluntary arrangements between the Commonwealth
Govt and state govts to take common administrative or legislative action.
Claimed to be common in Australia from WW1 to WW2, though there are other
examples like gun law reform and microeconomic reform.


Defining federal powers






The powers of the Commonwealth Parliament (and by extension, the
executive) can be found in s.51, s.52, s.86, s.90 and s.96. The first two of
these provide broad legislative powers, which, thanks to even broader
interpretations of the High Court, have been broadened further since
Federation (eg: Tasmanian Dams, 1983). The latter three relate to financial
powers of the Commonwealth.
The legislative powers in s.51 were broad to begin with. (Technically these
powers are meant to be concurrent powers, but in reality have become
almost de facto exclusive powers – see current debate on gay marriage
laws; whilst marriage is generally regulated by states, the federal parliament
is going to debate – again – gay marriage laws, which it can do under
s.51[xxi]) Thanks to High Court cases like the Uniform Tax Case (1942)
relating to s.51[ii] income tax, and Tasmanian Dams (1983) relating to
s.51[xxix] external affairs, Commonwealth power now has 'the play of the
field' when it comes to law making in Australia.
s.109 means that if there is ever a conflict between state and
Commonwealth powers that the Commonwealth wins. This has led to
significant shift in powers to Commonwealth from the states.

Protecting state powers?


s.106 (saving constitutions) and s.107 (saving laws of state
parliaments) are supposed to protect the 'residual powers' of the
states. In practice this has proven to be a weak protection for states.

The changing federal balance
There are four ways that the constitution can be changed. Each of these can
lead to a transfer of state powers to the Commonwealth.
1. Referendums (s.128 of the Constitution) have the power to reset the federal
balance in either direction. In practice there have only been four successful
referendums that have increased federal powers: State Debts (1910); State
Debts (1928) that created Loans Council; Social Services (1946); and
Indigenous Australians (1967).
2. High Court decisions – as mentioned previously – have had significant
impact as there have been several significant decisions that have increased
Commonwealth power.
3. Referral of powers under s.51[xxxvii] allows states to surrender powers
voluntarily. However this has rarely occurred. (eg: Tas and SA non-metro
railways)
4. Unchallenged legislation is when the Commonwealth acts in an area where it
does not have enumerated powers – and should presumably be a residual
power then – but the states do no challenge the Commonwealth's actions in
these areas. Examples include aviation regulation and running the CSIRO.

The changing federal balance – financial powers
The last way that the Commonwealth is able to transfer power is via its financial
powers.

The Constitution starts the ball rolling: The Commonwealth started with s.90
which included customs and excise. There was also s.51[ii] which allowed
the Commonwealth to charge income tax, but this started off as a concurrent
power – so states were levying income tax also.

High Court lends a hand: Powers were further increased by Uniform Tax
Case (1942) which effectively gave the Commonwealth exclusive income tax
power. Cases like Ha (1992) reinforced the Commonwealth exclusive power
to charge excise.

VFI: This all led to a Vertical Fiscal Imbalance, where the states didn't have
enough to run themselves, and the Commonwealth had more than it
needed. This made the states reliant on the Commonwealth for a significant
portion of their funding.

Tied grants: s.96 allows the Commonwealth to allocate funds to states upon
terms that it sees fit. This means the Commonwealth can give money – tied
grants, a.k.a. special purpose payments – to the states with conditions
attached. In practice this increases the scope of Commonwealth powers
because it can coerce states into following its initiatives.

Tied Grants a.k.a SPPs






In 1923 the Commonwealth used s.96 to grant money to
states but only for the purpose of spending it on the
development of main roads. Victoria challenged the
constitutional validity of this 'tied grant' in the High Court
and lost. Despite this, special purpose payments (SPPs)
were used sparingly for many years and most transfers to
the states were general purpose payments.
The Whitlam Govt (1972-75) began to use such grants to
impose major policy change on the states, and successive
Commonwealth governments have increasingly done the
same.
st
By the start of the 21 century, four of every ten dollars
given by the Commonwealth to the states had conditions
attached, many intruded into areas of residual power such
as health and education.

Tied grants since WWII

The changing federal balance – financial powers
Then there's the Grants Commission – a federal body, appointed to divvy up
the Goods and Services Tax (GST), a tax levied by the Commonwealth for
the states, according to a formula approved by the federal Treasurer. Does
this sound fair? Premier Colin Barnett doesn't think so.

Then there's the Australian Loan Council which coordinates borrowing
amongst the states and Commonwealth. The federal Treasurer is the Chair,
has two votes, plus a casting vote.

The Commonwealth has significant financial powers over the states and can
(and does) use them coercively. An relatively recent example is the manner
in which the Commonwealth has extended its reach into primary and
secondary schooling (traditionally an area of state power) with the laptop
program, increased testing (like NAPLAN) and reporting on schools
(MySchool website), Australian National Curriculum, and the like.
But it's not always a coercive relationship – sometimes the Commonwealth and
states cooperate...


Cooperative Federalism












COAG established in 1991 By
Hawke Govt.
Agenda has been to make
Australia's legislative system more
uniform.
The demands of the modern
economy is to be increasingly
efficient. This can be achieved
through national uniformity of laws.
Cmwlth & state govts pass identical
(mirror) legislation to achieve this.
Examples include company law,
transport regulations, and
famously, the uniform firearm laws.
This has done little to shift power
because it involves state
governments as equal partners in
the process.

How to characterise Australian federalism?
Coercion or cooperation?
Many past essay questions have dealt with this issue of the changing
federal balance and how we would characterise contemporary Australian
federalism. Here's an example from a previous exam:

“Although federalism is a central feature of the Australian political and
legal system, it has changed markedly over time.” Evaluate this claim.

How to answer???

The solman says...




It's a no-brainer – federalism has changed markedly with power progressively
transferring from the states to the Commonwealth.
This got started with a Constitution which gave the Commonwealth considerable
legislative and financial powers. But it was always going to increase, because...
 The Senate was never going to be a “states house”.
 Wherever there has been a referendum related to states' powers it has
resulted in a transfer to Cmwlth.
 High Court decisions have consistently favoured the Cmwlth, partly because
of s.109, partly because HCA justices are chosen by Cmwlth Govt (and
therefore feel no state allegiance)
 High Court decisions have also contributed to increasing financial powers of
the Cmwlth at the expense of the states, expanding the VFI.
 The presence of a significant VFI allows the Cmwlth to coerce the states using
s.96 'tied grants'.

The solman says...
All in all, the states' powers have become ever more tenuous,
and some have even suggested abolishing the states.
Alternatively, WA could just secede from the Commonwealth in
line with the 1936 state referendum on secession and form the
Dominion of Westralia with Colin Barnett as our constitutional
emperor! But I digress...

Advantages of centralisation
1. Avoids wasteful duplication of government.
2. There is too much administrative complexity in sharing
power.
3. Accountability improves. It is easy for one level of govt to
blame another when things go wrong.
4. Without central power difficult issues remain unsolved.
5. A national approach to problems is necessary, especially
as we become more global.
6. Strong central governments are necessary for reform.

Disadvantages of centralisation
1. The Australian people identify strongly the States and
support the spirit of federalism.
2. More people are able to participate in the democratic
process.
3. Federalism provides checks and balances on a strong
national government.
4. State governments are closer to the real needs of
communities.
5. Competition between the States is good for the economy.
6. A number of governments means a variety of approaches
to solving problems. We learn from each other.
7. Australia is so big, a central government could not cater for
the needs of all the small scattered communities. State
govts do this better.

The future of Australian federalism










On the whole Coalition governments are more sympathetic
to federalism (at least until the Howard Govt), ALP to
centralism, so what happens depends on who is in power
in Canberra.
Federalism is here to stay – we’re unlikely to pass a
referendum abolishing the State governments.
Increasing globalisation requires a national response to the
economy and many other areas.
States unlikely to take the opportunity to raise their own
revenue - too electorally unpopular when it comes to the
time to raise taxes.
There are areas where federalism could be tidied up (eg:
give the industrial relations power to the Commonwealth,
and education and health totally to the States). However,
agreement a long way off.

EXAM HINTS AND TIPS
FOR UNITS 3 & 4

EXAMINATION TIPS

 As you prepare for the final exams in your schooling life, what advice can I hand down to make the experience

not only a smooth one but maybe even enjoyable. It is a state of mind!
 RELAX – This is NOT the end of world!
 Keep a balance in all that you do for this important period of time.

 PREPARATION – Sydney Swans wouldn’t go into tonight’s game against Western Sydney without committing to a

thorough preparation. Preparation should foster a confidence in you that you can do well!

WHAT DOES PREPARATION INVOLVE?
 You need to summarise the course. This might be cutting and pasting the syllabus from the SCSA website and typing up

notes, explanations and examples for each syllabus point. Base your notes on what you have completed in class, any
texts that you have read and notes given to you by your teacher.
 Look back at past papers – are there any major gaps in what has not been assessed?
 Can you predict what some of the questions might be?
 Preparation and Revision does not look like someone reading a text book that contains 95% highlighting. Nor does it

look like the creation of notes which are too pristine to highlight, annotate etc…
 Share resources with your classmates.
 Build up a bank of examples of major political events throughout 2016 to refer to if you get the chance.

 SLEEP WELL!

EXAM DAY…

 Be sure to refer to points 1 to 3.

 Have everything you need packed the night before. (Water, pens, correction fluid, student number)
 Eat a solid breakfast!
 Have a quick glance over your notes for about 30 minutes if you have the chance. Perhaps o this on your way into

school.
 Once at school – ensure that you relax before going into the exam room.

IN THE EXAM…
 IN THE EXAM…
 Reading Time – use this time to work out which questions you will complete and the questions that you will not

complete.


Isolate the two essays you will complete.



Read the questions of the Source Analysis to guide which of these two you will complete. Worry more about the complexity of the
questions and less about the complexity of the source/s.



Consider which Short Answer you will leave out.

 Writing Time Commences – Spend the first 3‐5 minutes of writing time to jot down some sort of plan of attack for your

essays. Use the back 2 pages in your booklet – Label them Planning.


Then go and complete the Short Answer that you feel you will get the highest possible mark in. Then return to your essay plan to
see if anything else has come to mind that might help your response. Ensure you add in examples and case studies to illustrate your
discussion.

 Short Answer
 Do as the question asks – Describe, Define, Distinguish, Explain.
 Do NOT list!
 Very brief references to examples in 5 mark questions.
 Use the gap between the top of the 5 mark question and the top of the page to jot down a couple of words/prompts to

guide your 5 mark answer.
 Source Analysis
 Wherever possible, refer to the source.
 Let the mark allocation guide the depth of your response.

 Essays
 Read the question carefully / over and over / until you are clear about what you need to do.
 Define key terms in your introduction.
 Give your position on the question in the introduction, using the terminology that the examiners have used.
 Try and have an example for every element of your essay.
 Tie back to the question throughout but without being blatantly ‘repetitive’.
 Conclusion should restate your position using the wording of the question.
 Answer THE question PUT to YOU, NOT one YOU PREPARED EARLIER 

CLOSING
Thanks to Notre Dame University and its staff for supporting PLEAWA and students in the running of this revision seminar.
Thank you for your attendance and all the best in your examinations!

